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Title:
Chrono-multiplicity of risks

Abstract:
Since it refers to several types of competences, risk management is also committed to various temporalities: warning, intervention, recovery, prevention. Moreover, these phases of risk management cannot be grasped without considering different components that determine them: public institutions, victims, property owners, and what can be referred to "actors", and - according to the distinction made by Bruno Latour\(^1\) – to "mediators" and "intermediaries”.

However, based on the spatial delimitation of dangers, cartography of risks generally is based on the time of the catastrophe, or on the deployment of the phenomenon that characterizes it. In order to catch the complexity of risk, our project (RiskPrint) aims to reach an additional and exploratory complementary step: mapping what constitute the various temporalities of risk and what determines it.

Implying objects that don’t belong to the usual framework of cartography, our project intends to elaborate other visualization methods, able to translate the temporalities of risks, represent humans, non-humans and all relevant elements that cannot be geo-referenced in a precise way.